Red Storm Errata – 11/27/19

Note: All changes noted in blue

Red Storm Rule Book

- [6.4] Add at the end: Flights may freely stack with friendly cruise missile flights [17.7].

Red Storm Scenario Book

- RS8, Page 13, in WP Long Range Aviation Raid 1 and WP Long Range Aviation Raid 2 the entry for Escort Jamming Flights should read “2 x {1} MiG-25BM, Escort Jamming”.

- RS17, Page 27, in WP Air Setup. Chaff corridor bullet should read: “2 x Chaff corridors [19.4]. See SSR 4.”

Red Storm Appendices Book


USSR ADC

- MiG-25BM. Clean Combat Throttle speeds should be 4/5/5/— (not 4/5/5/5, VH altitude is NA).
- Note L. Prohibited ordnance for large aircraft should also include “Rockets”. 